NATURAL STONE BOARDS

Unique boards that are produced from MDF laminated with a real stone surface with thickness of approx. 1-2 mm. Due
to the 100% natural essense of the surface, the boards provide true natural feeling when being touched. This product
has many applications such as wall covering, ceilings, furniture components and interior doors.
The Natural Stone Boards also have unique dimensions: 2440 x 1220 mm and 1220 x 610 mm. Big advantage of
this product is its super lightweight compared with a massive stone as well as its ability to be treated with standard
tools for the furniture and interior design industry. In order to retain its appearance over time, one should use a special
impregnator, which guarantees long-lasting life.

SURFACE

Natural stone

BOARD DIMENSIONS

2440x1220 mm and 1220x610 mm

BOARD THICKNESS

18,1 - 20,6 mm (1-sided)

CORE OPTIONS

MDF (E1 | TSCA Title VI - 40 CFR Part 770 | CARB Phase 2 | F**** | FSC), Plywood

CORE THICKNESS OPTIONS

16, 18 mm (standard) | others thicknesses (upon request)
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DECORS

Black Rock

Smaragd Rock

Galaxy Rock

Copper Rock

Aqua Rock

Fantasy Rock

UNIQUE PATTERN
Due to the fact that the surface is 100% natural stone, variances in the pattern of the corresponding decor
are inevitable. The unique pattern of each board surface adds to the natural essence and feel of the product.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Thickness mm
Raw material
Thickness mm

Dimensions
mm

Face side stone surface
Back side PP foil

Face side stone surface
Back side HPL

Face side stone surface
Back side raw

MDF 16 mm
Brown or Black

2440 x 1220
1220 x 610

18,1

18,6

18,0

MDF 18 mm

2440 x 1220
1220 x 610

20,1

20,6

20,0

Other dimensions, thicknesses, and core materials are available upon customer request.
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ADVANTAGES
100% NATURAL STONE

NATURAL ROUGH TEXTURE

Surface is 100% natural stone with an
impressive look and a variety of colors

As the surface is 100% natural stone, its
texture is rough and authentic

EASY FABRICATION

LIGHTWEIGHT

The boards can be fabricated (cutting
and drilling) using regular woodworking
machines and tools

4-5 times lighter than real stone - ideal for
front elements

EXTREMELY THIN

EASY TO BEND

Because of advanced technology the
natural stone surface is extremely thin approx. 1-2 mm thick

Due to the small thickness of the surface,
it is easy to bend

APPLICATIONS

FRONT ELEMENTS

FURNITURE

INTERIOR DOORS

WALL PANELS
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DELIVERY OPTIONS
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1-SIDED BOARD

2-SIDED BOARD

Front side is natural stone, while the back
side is PP foil

Both sides are the same material natural stone

FURNITURE COMPONENTS

STONE VENEER

Ready furniture components with
matching or suitable edgings

1-2 mm natural stone surface - stone veneer that can directly be applied on walls
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Petar Mihaylov & Co Ltd makes every effort to maintain the accuracy and quality of the information provided on this catalogue. However,
Petar Mihaylov & Co Ltd cannot guarantee and assumes no legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the information provided. The
information contained on this catalogue is for general guidance only. You should neither act, nor refrain from action, on the basis of any such information.
The copyright of all content on this catalogue is owned by Petar Mihaylov & Co Ltd and/or the various suppliers of our raw materials. No part of the MASTER
PROFIL catalogue may be changed, reproduced, stored in or transmitted on any website or medium without the prior written permission of Petar Mihaylov & Co Ltd.
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